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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

At this point, we'll defer to the Fed Day announcement tomorrow and play bullishly for a 

short-squeeze breakout above 2,090 (target new highs) or else down away from 2,090 

(bearish trigger under 2,080 @ES). 

If above 2,100, target 2,135 or higher on a squeeze. 

Fed Day!  Trend Day!  Short-Squeeze Continues!  Remember, I can't make it clear enough that price is doing 

EXACTLY what it should be doing - there are NO SURPRISES here.  We expected an up rally away from 2,065 to 

2,100 and we got it.  Now, with price breaking above 2,100, we got a short-squeeze bullish impulse higher 

precisely as expected.  We do have to be on guard for surprises - we can't be overly eager - but when price 

fulfils our dominant thesis and does what it "should" do, then our only goal is to profit from the price action in 

real-time by trading simple breakout or retracement opportunities.   

Today was a Fed Day and the lessons described here only apply to Fed Days, and typically we only get one or 

two valid trades in the morning session BEFORE price consolidates ahead of the announcement.  We don't 

trade the volatility or spike action - which follows a predictable formula - after the announcement (exception:  

experienced/aggressive traders). 

As such, there were two pro-trend bullish retracement trades that triggered on the movement higher this 

morning.  Both triggered on the touch near the rising 20 EMA (5-min) or preferably on the break above a 5-

min or 1-min "flag" trendline.  Trail the stop between the 20 and 50 EMA (5-min) or under the 50 EMA. Hold 

the trade as long as possible until price breaks under a rising trendline or 5-min reversal candle low. 

This is trend day logic and there are no other acceptable alternatives to trading the session beyond the simple 

strategy mentioned above.  

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

GDP - 8:30am EST 

Initial Jobless Claims - 8:30am 

Bloomberg Consumer Comfort Index - 9:45am 
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July 27 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Stocks continued their short-squeeze breakout higher (bears stay away - their financial losses are what help 

drive the market strongly higher, generating profits for us) as did Oil which reversed higher on a short-term 

basis.  Oil is now bullish as it trades above $48.00 and especially above $50.00 (if that occurs). 

Gold remained FLAT and should be AVOIDED. 

The Dollar was volatile toward the end of the session, rallying up as Oil fell lower after the Fed announcement. 
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Twitter (TWTR) Gap 

 

Why should traders NOT fight a trend and try to catch the proverbial knife?  Simple - YOU LOSE MONEY more 

than you make money.  Twitter was downtrending - albeit into support at the $34.00 level - and yesterday's 

post-market earnings report initially surged the stock higher... and then traders liquidated rapidly, collapsing 

the stock to a new low.  A gap occurred and price continued trending lower after the open - despite today's 

bullish market action.  Twitter should be avoided or shorted in favor of trading with the trend.  It would only 

be a buy above the $37.00 or $38.00 pivot.   

If you must fight a trend and can't resist the urge, take comfort in knowing you are only hurting your own 

trading account and not the accounts of others - in fact, you enrich the accounts of others who choose to 

trade with trends. Professional traders love it when new/amateur traders fight trends in motion (including 

Trend Days).  Align your actions with professional traders and the price trends in motion.   
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

Once again, the rally is PRECISELY what should be happening - our job is to trade it and be on guard for any 

surprise reversals.  For the @ES, we're continuation breakout BULLISH above the 2,100 level on a pathway 

back to the prior high above 2,120 (@ES).  That's the simplest and most direct plan for us at the moment.  Do 

be cautious into the 2,100 level and short-term bearish under the 2,090 level (38.2% Fibonacci as drawn). 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Up up up up up up up up up!  Short-squeeze, impulse buying, whatever term you want to use, just know that 

the pathway is available for price to travel up to the 2,130/2,135 level... and if above that, then we enter 

breakout mode ahead of a potentially powerful short-squeeze fueled breakout. 

That's the dominant/logical bullish upside pathway; the alternate thesis (bearish) pathway will trigger ONLY if 

price reverses suddenly and breaks back under 2,100.  Until then, there should be no short-sale trades unless 

we touch 2,130/2,135 or break under 2,100.  Bears are the ones driving this stimulus-manipulated market 

higher and higher (or at least preventing it from breaking lower)... despite the lengthy sideways distributive 

action so far in 2015.  Until proven otherwise with an actual breakdown, we continue to reference our 

"Broader Narrative" which takes into account the bullish-manipulative effect stimulus has on stock prices. 


